Business Gas & Electricity
Our Energy customers say…
“Our ADSI Account Manager introduced himself to us when he took over our
account and has been friendly and helpful from the very first conversation.
We have a couple of properties on the same street, some of which we had
forgotten to inform ADSI of and we had got confused as to what was currently in
contract/where we were paying high tariff rates. ADSI got this organised with
minimal input from us which helped massively and also managed to save us money
at the same time.
I feel confident that our account is in safe hands which gives us one less thing to
think about in the running of our business, I know our Account Manager will be in
touch as and when I need to know something. I would not hesitate to recommend
ADSI Energy and have no intention of going elsewhere as I know they will do
everything they can to get us the best deal possible.”

Drainsmart Ltd
“I was very happy with the overall handling. We did switch suppliers; we actually
had two different suppliers over the three units we have and our Account Manager
managed to get them all under one supplier. He handled everything, there were
no problems whatsoever.
Our Account Manager was very informative, he showed us exactly what we were
paying and what we would be paying if we switched. He didn't pressure us into
choosing any particular supplier, he simply gave us all the information and then the
choice was ours.
We saved quite a bit of money, we were shocked when we saw the difference in
prices. Yes we would definitely recommend you.”

Mid Kent Pet Foods
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"Our ADSI Account Manager came across as polite, professional and informative. I
felt confident that he could get us the best electricity deal for our depots across the
country. In the end it transpired that a restructure with our current provider was best
and we were happy to do this and save money at the same time.
I would not hesitate in recommending ADSI to any business looking for a deal within
the energy marketplace"

CED Stone Group
“I was contacted by ADSI regarding our company’s gas and electricity supply. As the
person responsible for the utility services of the company I had been looking around for
some quotes but found getting utility quotes for a small business is much more complicated
than for domestic users and, as a small company with a fairly low usage, this made it even
more difficult as a lot of companies didn’t want to know!
Our Account Manager from ADSI however was able to sort this all out for me and found the
best deal for our area and usage.
At the time due to some technical difficulties with us having moved into a brand new
building and the electricity meter not having been put on the system correctly, we were
unable to swap electricity suppliers.
ADSI sorted out the gas and provided all the paperwork, including setting up of new DD, all
I had to do was sign the papers and all went through smoothly.
More recently ADSI have also managed to get the Electricity sorted and we will shortly be
moving over to a cheaper supplier for this too.
We have definitely saved some money so far on the Gas and hopefully soon on the
Electricity. The whole process was made extremely easy for me and I would definitely
recommend ADSI to other companies wishing to save money.”
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